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are alive and well, and with good reason
T~ years ~~{' =- rliQk:!!!~~!y t~hnoJo!y W~~ wid~!y thought to be
exhausted, with no promise of significant future increases in bit
density, and bound to be obsoleted soon by the new semiconduc-

dislodge then1 as the dominant computer mass-storage devices.
Their bit density has increased several hundred times in the past
decade-as fast a growth rate as the more publicized semicon
ductor memories of recent years-and it may increase almost as
fast in the 19805. However, disk technology today is tndeed
strainingthe limits of recording on particulate media-a coating
of gamma type iron oxide-although the fundamental magnetic
limits are still several orders of magnitude away. Further density
increases require improvements in recording media, read/write
heads, and encoding methods. Nevertheless, rigid disk memories
will probably have at least 108 bits per square inch by the late
19808. The increased density will be obtained by further ex-
plcith'"lg thin-fllmrcad/\-;cit: heads, and ~Jcu1at~ (iron uJdd~)

recording media. Thin-film media or perpendicular recording
may trigger new density increases by the late 19808or the mid
19908, depending largelyon marketing considerations.

Disks and tapes based on ~me principles
Disks and magnetic tapes use basically the same recording and

plavbacknrincinles(Fi~. 1l. A thin laver ofiron oxide containing
magnetic dipoles is drawn past a recording head-an elec
tromagnet with a highly focused fringing field. This aligns the
dipoles in one direction or the other along a track to represent 1'8
and O's. Digital data is recorded more reliably when the medium
is driven into magnet. saturation; such recordings are less
vulnerable to noise because all of the medium's response is ex
hausted, and they also make it easier to overwrite previously
recorded data. Analog wave-forms, by contrast, are generally
recorded below saturation level.

In playback, themediumisdrawnpast another electromagnet
~!magnetoresistive transducer~ and the magnetict1u~-Z~~~t~ ~
voltage in the read head. The playback system interprets f!~

reversals as transitions between two magnetic states, or 1's and
0'", """"'"4 ~h4 .._,,~ ~.a~';r1 ,..-1., ~_iC'A IIl'1v ,.J..a"..",AC! ...._ .. 1~ .....1... .......~..... ." &&.__a"" a __ J.J.~'" V&JUIJ ~••~ -owv, &&VIo J.~."'A". &Il~

number of bits that can be written along a track is determined
basically by the number of flux reversals per unit length that can
be read out with an acceptable error rate. The output signal level
decreases as the flux transitions OCCt;r closer together, and begin
to mutually interfere, The signal amplitude is also proportional
to track width, so that higher track densities also lead to lower
signal levels. The signal level decreases with increasing density
because of thickness, spacing, and gap-loss effects (Fig. 2). The
output goes through zero at the density where the length of two
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• Errors"'maybe caused by-;;d;~~~U';(nrl~i;gbiis) ~~·'~drop-
ins" (extra bits). Dropouts occur when signal levels are lower
t,,':~~ ~ :y=ifi:d threeheld or pulsesere e!'lfted!!!time a..t!rl !I.!"~ !!t)!

synchronized with a ciock pulse at reading time. Signals fall
below threshold levels most often when the head spacing is in
creased by such disk surface defects as clumps of oxide or bind
ing material, foreign matter or voids in the disk coating. Drop-ins
may occur when interference between adjacent tracks or bits
causes a shift in the peak signal or when voids or magnetic bumps

. of the disk cause discontinuities in the magnetization that may be
interpreted as an extra 1 in a sequence ofO's. Peak shifts can also
becaused by noise from the medium, preamplifier or read head.
The practical limit on reducing the error rate in particulate media
is probably one error in 108 recorded bits at high densities, so that
some. form of error-correcting technique is needed in high-

Rigid disks with the highest density today have a bit length of
about 2 micrometers, a packing density of about 2OOO/mm2



about jij times that of semiconductor memoryof h.igh~td~i1sity
and roughly equal to a magnetic bubble memory of highest den
sity-and a read/write rate of about 30 million bits per second.
Disk storage costs about 100 times less per bit than semiconduc
tor storage. In addition, those costs are about 10 times less than
bubble storage (Fig. 3).

Disk access times are about 100 000 times longer than rival
solid-state memories, but they still allow real-time processing of
vast data files through look-ahead data management, Although
solid-state memories will continually increase it! density~ the de
mand for low-cost: on-line IJ.1..ass storage will increase faster, and
thus disk storage will never be obsolete. Solid..state memories
may displace some small disk systems-the so-called floppy
disks-where iower entry costs are more important than cOst ~c
bit or total storage capacity.. However, !oW-ei1t:-i cost is also pIO'"
vided by the emerging B-inch, S~-inch. and 3~-inch disks.

The floppy disk-s-a thin sheet ~f r~ylar cuated with iron CX~

ide-spins in a record jacket, with the read and write heads con
tacting the disk through a long narrow slot in the jacket. The
standard floppy has a diameter of 8 inches, and the "mini
floppy" has a 5~-inch diameter. Full floppies contain up to iO
megabytes on 80 tracks. Double-sided minifloppies carry up to 2
megabytes" High-performance rigid disks-with 100 to 300
megabytes-have diameters of 8 or 14 inches. 'TYPical hard disks
revolve at 3<XX> r/min and floppies at 360 r/min.

Writing limits digital recording
The main Unlit on high-density digital recording is in the

writing process. The natur~J tendency af magnetized bodies is to
demagnetize partly, and so the strength of the readout signal
and thus the error rate-s-depends on the strength of the residual
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lower peak shifts (thus promoting higher densities).
The efforts to use more highly oriented ~d uniform -par-

The readback pulse should have very narrow width, as well as
maximum amplitude, so that flux transitions can be written close
together without overlapping adjacent pulses (intersymbol in
terference). Pulse width may be reduced by a decrease in either
the head-to-head medium separation, the head gap or the mag
netic properties or thickness of the recording medium. Pulse
slimming may be traded off for SNR through various methods
fer spectra! equalization. (Bqualization reshapes the spectral
distribution, allowing the channel to pass the signal with minimal
distortion or improved resolution.) These methods optimize the
linear recording density by removing the intersymbol in
terference from the playback signal while minimizing noise
enhancement, The magnetization transition should be narrow.
Thiscan be achieved with smaller, more highly oriented particles
in the medium, with a mere uniform size and shape.

ticuiated media, with higher coercivity and decreased thickness,
has basically aimed at extending the limits of longitudinal mag
netic recording (along the direction of the track). A fundamental
limit of the longitudinal method, however, is that the demag
u~t~a&g fi~Id in me medium approaches 4nM as the wavelength
approaches zero as density increases. At least one such form
perpendicular recording-has been proposed by Prof. Shun-ichi
Iwasaki of Tohoku University (Fig. 4).

Whatever the hardware solutions to the problem of increasing
density, the software problems associated with accessing larger
memories willbedifficult to solve. File access will become a ma
jor burden a decade from now, when processors are 1000 times
faster than today's processors and there is 100times more on-line
storage.

Improved coding techniques sought
The development of higher-density disks will require a reex

amination of coding techniques and channel limitations. The
ideal code shown minimize the touowing quantities: (1) The
number of transitions per recorded bit (and therefore the record
ing rate); (2) The de component when the data has long strings of
1's or O's; and (3) TIletime between transitions;to make reclock
ing easier (that is, the code's run length should be IL'!1Jted).

Whether particulate media technology will be displaced
depends on the cost benefit of switching to thin-film media.
Under study for the past decade, thin-film disks offer the poten-
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magnetization. Demagnetization degrades the magnetic tra.l'lsi
tion and reduces the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The noise spec
trum is dominated by either the recording medium, the readout
transducer or the read preamplifier. Noise may also enter from
adjacent track interference, as well as from old information not
completely overwritten. Adjacent track noise is especiallyhard to
handle, because it has the same spectrum as the information

with higher coercivity and thinner coatings.
A major factor in reducing the signal strength is the separation

between the head and the disk surface. The signal decreases as an
exponential function of the ratio of the separation to the
equivalent wavelength (2-bit lengths) of the recorded data. At a
linear density of 2000 b/mm and a separation of about 0.1
micrometer, the signal amplitude decreases to about one-half
what it would be in-contact with the disk. At a separation of~.75
micrometer, the signal is only one-hundredth the contact signal.

[2) The thickness of the recording medium and the gap and
spacing of the head are major factors determining the width of
the resdback pulse, and therefore the maximum potential
recording aensity. Pulse width may be reduced by decreasing
the gap er spacing of the head, or thickness of the medium.

(1) Read/write heads are basically electrQmaS"$t, (A):and egn
ventlonai head$ ~re made oi a ierrit$ cor@ (B)" Ml!ch h!gher
densities are achieved by thin-film heads (e), which are made
through photolithographic processes, and' have higher resolu
tion. higher permeability, and less noise.
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An important requirement for high-density performance is an
M-H curve with a high degree of squareness, The squareness is
generallydefined as the ratil) of the remanence to the saturated
magnetization. In particulate media, it is related to the degree of
magnetic particle orientation along the easy direction. The more

with the applied field and the narrower the output pulse from the
read head.

The demagnetizing field is - OM; where G is a geometric fac
tor that is large for high densities and thick coatings. In a simpli
fied picture, the operating point for the recording field, H, is at
the intersection of the demagnetizing field and the magnetization
curve, Higher coercivity materials reduce demagnetization losses
because coercivity is proportional to remanence.

Thicknesses of about 0.5 micrometer are state-of-the-art for
particulate coatinas on rigid disks. The particles are e!i.;ncd ~y

exposure to a magnetic field while the coating is still fluid.
However, floppy-disk coatings are unaligned, and they have a
web-like structure (they are punched from a tape web). The prac-
tical limit on their thickness is about 1 micrometer,

Changes in bit density are generally traded against track densi
ty. The higher the track density, the narrower each track and the
lower the SNR (other factors being equal), One may reduce adja
cent track interference by placing guard bands between tracks
and using special erase heads to sweep the bands clean before
writing. This, of course, has the resuit of reducing the potential
data track density.

As track density increases, however, it becomes increasingly
difficult both to position the head on the proper track and to
keen it there. The track may be di~p!aced by stich factors as
deviation between the axis of the drive spindle and the true center
of the disk, ~ well as by the eccentricity of the disk and the
failure to lock the disk securely in the drive. The head actuator
may also introduce vibrations. For many years, rigid disks have
had track-following servos to maintain proper head position
through special information recorded on a separate group of
tracks. Such servos were recently introduced in floppy disks.

TViO bas~cmethods aie available fur correcting errors in track

position through referencing information recorded near the infor-
mation track: 0) Comparison of the amplitudes of reference e!g
nais, and (2) Comparison uf the arrival rimes of reference Signals.
One type ofamplitude method-the tri-bit technique- derives the
track position error from the difference in amplitude of two bits
that are displaced from the reference position. An arrival time
method is based ort diagonally recorded reference tracks on either
side of the data track. Here, the track position error is proportion~l
to the difference in arrival times of the displaced bits. The percen
tage position error due to random noise is inversely proportional to
·the SNR. A number of reference samples must be averaged to

Disk playback systems generally use a peak detection circuit, in
which the signal is time-differentiated and then analyzed in. a
zero-crossing circuit to detect flux reversals. in the presence of
noise. The characteristics or ihe isolated reversais do not shed
light, however, on the ultimate density that can be achieved for a
given head-disk interface. The ultimate density depends on two
types of distortion: (I), A line-ar part. resultingin inter-symbol in
terference, and (2) A nonlinear PWl: thai depends on the recorded
pattern of ! '5 and Q's and is inherent in the record-demagnetiza
tion process.

The linear part of the distortion can be corrected by linear
equalization, since it canbe described, and it is pattern independ
ent. Nonlinear distortion, by contrast, is not predictable by linear
methods. The nonlinear distortion, then, is the key factor
limiting density, Various methods have been developed for char
aeterizing it by removal of the intersymbol interference through
linear equalization. However, peak detection systems still
operate without precise equalization, and so nonlinear effects
may often cause distortion,

A major problem in designing disk memories, therefore, is
selecting a digital recording code for trading available SNR

ductance, oxide thickness, and magnetic properties. The efficien
cy of a code is generally measured by the density ratio-the
number of data bits per flux reversal, which is equivalent to the
ratio of the minimum time interval between transitions to data-
bit period.~ The higher the ratio that can be at~iJileu, the less
crowded are the pulses.

Access time

(3] Disk storage Is about 100
times cheape, than semi·
conductor storage, and 10
times cheaper than bubble
storage. Although disks
have far lonaer acce.~

times, vast. data flies can
stlU be processed In real
time by I~..a~-e!d ~~re ..

I
Bubble ~11.25

CCD memory

j , I
.. Iiiii Fixed head disk -1.125

II III M~ving h~~~_~~~:<.c~,,~ I1'1 iJ'~;~1 /. · .v"", v.v..vuv 1·0i2

t~tJ i~f~ ijf~ iid~<~'/~:h tap~1.25m ~
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The simplest code is the NRZ (non-return-to-zero) type, which
offers the most efficient use of available bandwidth and is the
easiest i.o huuit;iJlciiL (Fig. 5). Tile Galliiii he f~:;(~fd~i ~~ ~~n!!~

the head, with a 1.represented by positive saturation and a 0 by
negative saturation. The NRZ code has a substantial de compo-

and all the geometries is done through precision masks, plating,
and vacuum deposition. Several hundred lavers are commonly

process complexity here may indeed exceed that in conventional
integrated circuits. This complexity has slowed progress in t!'Jn-

(4] Perpendicular magnetic recording can potentially triple the
recording density possible with conventional longitUdinal
magnetization. Readback may be performed by standard ring .
he::!:, !:~t th= Sliigl6 jivle h6a~ (A)offiiS Ideal cofi~iilofii» ior
creating perpendicular magnetization (B).

Limits of longitudinal recording
A-i; some future date, however, tile limits of longitudinal re

cording wiiibe reached, ~venwith metallic thin films. T!'15 limit is
imposed by a fundamental property of longitudinal magnetiza
tion: The demagnetization at the transition boundary ap-

trated on structural refinements to allow larger write currents
without saturation, as well as to refineprocess technology.

The major advantage of thin-film recording media over par
ticulate coatings is that they can be made thinner. Their coercivity
can also be increased more easily. The coercivity of gamma-iron
oxide particles CCUi be increased if they are coated with a l~y~!' of
metallic cobait. ·nus is clone by heating a solution containing
both the particles and cobalt ions. This type of medium is being
used in some high-density magnetic tapes, but it has not yet been
nroved durable ~nnqh fnr tii~k ~nn1i~~t;nnQ- ~.. .. "... ,--.,;."; -,;: --''';';':'-;: '-'~~- --- ---- -=-=-_...... -:---_._---
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Progress toward higher densities is also linked to the develop
mentof newrecording heads, as well as to media. Conventional
read/write heads are made of an electromagnet with a ferrite
core-a ceramic made of iron oxide particles mixed with nickel
and zinc. However, ferrite cores have three disadvantages for
hi!b-den~ity disks: (1) The1..r permeability exhibits peer frequen
cy response in recording regions about 10 MHz; (2) The head
dimensions are difficult to control accurately as track widths and
magnetic gaps decrease to less than 3S micrometers and 1 mi
crometer, respectively; and (3) The high inductance causes high
impedance noise aud low head f~50fiallc;.

built-in to prevent the recorded data from having uninterrupted
strings of 1's orO's. Such long strings cannot be recorded without
distortion at high and low frequencies, inasmuch as the recorder
ca-IUlot operate closeto de. Uninterrupted strings of 1's or O's,
moreover, may not allow enough time to ensure lock-on by the
timing oscillator.
AuGtt~ sh-=.!i~~)!!lh!g U! !~:;~ i~ iliat. in piayba~K: a flip-flop

toggles between 1and 0 every time it detects a change in magnetic
satlliauofi. A single-bit error, therefore, corrupts all of the
followi.IU! data, since the flip-flop will he out of phage with the
recorded data.

per cent density increase in an ISS-Univac disk storage system
with 2500 b/cm, a 10 Mb/s data rate, and error rate of 1 per 1010

d~t~ hits m!~ six~orle bits th~t ere rcpr~~tcd by the prcscaccof
signa! transitions.•~t least two O'sare maintained between con
secutive 1's, so that a minimumdistance of threebit positions oc
curs betweenflux reversals. This Wilewas U5eU tv achieve a 50

iieveioping improved codes
I\iany codes limited by run length have beendeveloped, such

as NR.2-Inverted (NP2I). Instead of a change in saturation
direction on all transitions between 1 and 0, the saturation

. changes only when a 1 is to berecorded. When data is retrieved, a
transition change indicates that the data is 1; if no change occurs,
it is o. This·code also eliminates the problem of error propaga
tion. A dropped 1 will be misread as0, but subsequent bits may
still be read correctly.

NRZ has a density ratio of 1. A code with a density ratio of 1.S
was developed recently, however, by George Jacoby of the ISS
Division of Sperry Univac in Cupertino, Calif. Termed 3P~d

(three-position modulation), the code converts a group of three

Photolithographic techniques have been used in recent years,
however; to make thin permalloy !i!= heeds, '.-.+.ich can be mere
accurately aligned than ferrite heads and have high permeability
at frequencies up to 100 MHz (Fig. 1). The greatly reduced
volume of magnetic material results in lower susceptibility to
electromagnetic noise j while the thinner pole tips allow finer
resolution. The inductive circuit in the thin-filmhead is not a coil
of wire, but a thin-film conductor deposited as a spiral on the
surface of a silicon substrate. New disk systems using thin-film
heads, such as the IBM 3081, have almost tripled previously
available density and capacity per spindie.

Thin-film head tec~.n~!~gy combines semiconductor process
ina with magnetic circuit design. The fabrication of core, coil,

B
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••••~Fe-Ni

/
Medium (.1)
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For further reading

Chao S. Chi (iYi) has been with Sperry ResearchCenter since
]977 as !,rl~cip2! l",ue~~2~!f)r ~d ~~e!" cf the ~.:fugnct:~

RecordingLaboratory. He was born in Nanking, China, in 1938.
He received the B.S. degreefrom National Chengkung Universi
ty in Taiwan, and the M.S. and Ph.D. degreesfrom Worcester
PolytechnicInstitute, Worcester, Mass., all in electrical engineer
ing. Dr. Chi joined Digital EquipmentCorp. in Maynard, Mass.,
in 1971, and was a principaldesignerof the RSJ03/04 thin-film
disk drives,and he laterhad project resporiSibility for the LSI-1i
microcomputer. Dr. Chi is a memberof the IEEE Magnetic~.nd

Computer Societies and is a registeredprofessionalengineer in
Connecticutand NewJersey. •

~~d r-,,-:~~~c ~-!~~efi~~~. The p~;-,-.:.~ ~f high~ i~tg~~; fer th~

newcomer appear on pageS 1444 to 1469, in a symposiumtitled,
"R~rdin...g-MostlyTheory" " Especially notableare the discus
sienaof ~~i.!"ci~qu~tivu fui"hi~ d'iiSii,- iiM)i\~iilg {by Dr,
Chi), and perpendicularrecordingby S. Iwasaki.

Introductory papers by Dr. Iwasakion perpendicular record
ing were published in IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, Vol.
MAG-13, no. S, September 1977, and Vol. MAG-14, no. S,
September1978.

'~Pl)sition sensins for hish densitv !'~-Q!tii"~" is an~yz-ed by
H. Ragle et al in IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, Vol.
MAG-14, no. S, September1978, p. 327.

Floppy disk technologyis describedat considerablelength in
cC~i&yrc·;,·:=:~:s b. p!';.-lb!; ~k ~y!~a, ,. by Gwrfi'~Y BQi.\;,

publishedin Session7 of the Electro '80 Professional Program.
The paper discusses the most important performance factors
generally governing disk technology, including: storagecapacity,
access time, data rate. errQ!rate, durebility, and cost.

IBM Disk Storage Technology, a booklet, is available from
IBM (Technical Communication, S600 Cottle Rd., San Jose,
Calif. 95193). This promotional literature provides excellent
background for thin-film technology beginning with the 3370.
The IBM3370filmhead representsa major changein processing
and geometry from those used on previous disk files,

Another excellent niece of promotional literature is Parallel
Mode High Density Digital Recording-Technical Fundamen..
tats, publishedby Belland Howell,Datatape Division,300Sierra
Madre Villa, Pasadena, Calif. 91109. This booklet does assume
that readershavesomefamiliarity with the principlesof magnetic
rea.:a:)niing, but no previousexperience with high-densityrecord
ing techniques. It summarizes, at any rate, the various encoding
schemes and discusses criteriaof cedeefficiency, bandwidthsen- I

sitivity,error rates, spectralsensitivity, and the like. In addition,
the booklet contains a lengthy discussionof error detection and
correctionmethods. Thediscussion indicatesthat the choiceof a
recording code is a far more complex problem than could be
Alf2hn"Qt~ in t~~ .~~t"~nJfJrt1~l~ In ft~!'"~~!.. ! ~;;.~.. ~;ftlot-rl~~;+u

;;;';~g~ f~~·~~~I~: ~~t-~~-biis-;~de~i;;;~~;r~-bit;.
Those that are not include the bits used for synchronizing
playback, and for parity (an error-checking provision). The
added bits are called "overhead". The overhead for various en
codingmethods variesfrom about 5 percent to 22percent of the
recording space that is avgilab!e. However, low overhead does
not necessarily make one code better than another. That is, a
code with lower overheadmay actuallyrequiremore tracksthan
one with hizher oyerh?~~" !!~ more m~-llngfu1 criterion of per
formance that is brought out is the ration between usable, per
track tit r=!~ ~""!~ th~ lli~-';;~llillili~r~J.~~fat~ v,lyqu!stf~e}.

About the author

Conference. The conference combined the 24tt'1 International
MasnetlesConferenceand the 25th Conferenceen Magnetism
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iSjA mlljor task In designing disk systems Is to choose record·
Ing codes that optimize slgn@I·to·nolseratio; @rea density for a
given haad, aiid the thickness and magnetic prupertles of the
medium. Such codes as Non·Retuin·to..Zefo·lnverted (NRZI),
MUler FM (MFM), end 3~pcs!tlcn mcdui:.:::cn (2~!\i!) e"m'o~t8

problems caused by long runs of 1's or O's.
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proaches 4nM as the bit density increases. Experiments by Tu
Chen and Richard M. Martin of the Xerox Palo Alto Research
C-ente!' in C:;lifDrrJ~ indh:-:~te ih~t the rhy~i(".a! ~!!,j"!: o!mgll ri~n~i-
ty recording in metallicmediais actuallythe sizeof the magnetic
~ll1~tp.n in thp film. The maznetization direction of each cluster
;;~d~~;~;;i~:jfi~tiY ire; the net:n~:tid.ti~I! d~T:;-ct;0~:yf
the medium. At the magnetization transition boundary, these
clustersgroup to form sawtooth figures. At sufficientlyhigh den
sities-perhaps 10000 flux reversals per centimeter-the recor
ding process breaks down.

The density of thin films may be increased by a factor of 3,
however, by ~ndic1.J.iar recording. In theory, perpendicular
recordingallowsthe idealstep~h!l..nge in magnetization,sincethe
demagnetizationapproacheszeroas the recordedwavelength ap
proaches zero. Interest in this techniquehas beenspurred by the
nr,:an!.J1'"~t;n.n "'",r cW\.n....~r-:>.- -~ --~~!~_-~.;.~~;~~~+';1_... +"12+ .~vnihit

~~i~;~;;-~~~~h~~;~~:;~~~~ith-;;~;;iic~~; ~~~~~~~~
favoring vertical magnetization.

"""--,- •.• - -, • ~ - - - - ----- - __ .JI 'I.•• n __ ; Tnl~C!!21ri ..pnlli1'"~n!2
l11C uUgIJuu IYCCI, ~ J.11UJ.1Vi)~ u~ ...... _ ..... ··---7 ---:a-~"" -

special recording head with a main pole ofmagneticthin-fum in
contact with the recording medium(Fig. S). However, this head
requires a much higher recordingcurrent than the conventional
core, or ring-shapedhead. Thisis becausethe perpendicularhead
has a large air gap between the main and auxiliary poles. To
decrease the current, Prof. Iwasakideveloped a composite re
cording medium made of cobalt-chromium film sputtered onto
an iron-nickel film-s-which is, in tum, sputtered onto the base
material. The recording current needed to saturate the double
film is one-tenth that for the singleanisotropic film,

The iron-nickel film decreases the magneticreluctanceof the
head by providinga low energypath from the bottom surfaceof
the ccbclt-chromicm film to the auxili::aj· head, ~c~~rd!ng to
Prof, Iwasaki. In the remanent state, moreover, the iron-nickel
film rotates the magnetic vector so that it forms a horseshoe
shaped magnenzanon mode-thus increasingthe remanent lllag
netization and decreasingthe demagnetization field.
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